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much in a heavy overcoat. So I walked. It seemed a long
way. Guns momentarily ceased. So I didn't hurry and felt
relieved. But still prodigiously gloomy. I reached'the Club.
Hall in darkness. No girls in coffee room. The mcnservants
manfully tackled the few diners. Nothing could be had out of
kitchen as kitchen under glass and deserted.
All clear at about 9.30.l
Yacht Club, London, Thursday, December 2oth.
Swinnerton came to Yacht Club for tea, and stayed So minutes.
He said that " Books and Persons " had sold 3,400 and was
still going steadily on. He told me about his new novel of
Barnet society and said he had consulted " Clayhanger " to see
how I got over certain difficulties, but couldn't find out. I
certainly couldn't tell him.
Comarques, Saturday, December 22nd.
Wells came for tea to Club on Thursday, and talked about his
very long novel, which he stated to be terrific indictment of the
present state of England.
Comarques, Sunday, December 2yd.
Fiddling about all day with small jobs instead of tackling my
Daily News article, yesterday. However, I began to get the
ideas for it about 6.30, and I wrote it this morning in bed.
Captain Hill and wife came last night. He related how after
a long period (several weeks) of ' special vigilance' he was
sleeping in a blanket on the floor of the gardener's cottage at
Thorpe Hall when a despatch rider burst in just like a stage
despatch rider, at 3 a.m. The despatch contained one word,
which for Hill had no meaning. The rider couldn't tell him
anything and only insisted on a signature in receipt, which of
course Hill gave. Hill then got up and went to see another
O.C. near. This O.C. had received the same message, and also
had not the least idea what it meant. Other C.O.'s were after-
wards found to be in the same case.
Hill asked another C.O. to ring up the staff. C.O. said he
daren't. So Hill did himself. He asked the telephone derk
what the message meant. The clerk replied that he knew but
1 Five aeroplanes bombed London, causing the death of 10 persons.
There were over 70 injured.
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